ABSTRACT We investigate how to leverage limited local information for mobile advertisement popularization, where users are motivated to propagate advertisements with rewards or credits distributed from a centralized platform. Previous solutions on social networks failed to be applicable for mobile advertisement propagation because of the mobility, which would lead to extremely high overhead and low propagation efficiency. Participants need to be selected carefully and efficiently in dealing with the highly dynamic network and uncertain contacts among users. Even worse, the propagation effects are difficult to quantify with the increased number of mobile users. In tackling these difficulties, we propose αMAP (α here means efficient mobile advertisement popularization with local information), a lightweight but effective propagation user selection scheme with local information. Two key technologies inspire us to achieve efficient and effective mobile advertisement propagation. First, we advocate propagation effects instead of influence for user selection, where mobile users with strong information dissemination ability could be selected. Second, we use local information instead of the global information to achieve near optimal performance for propagation. In our proposed scheme, the information potentials proposed by Loukas et al. are leveraged to find the influential users with local information. With extensive experimental study, we find that αMAP could effectively improve the mobile advertisements delivery ratio. Using the propagation instead of popularization is validated with different aspects of investigations when the budget is constrained. To evaluate the impact of mobility, we leverage the mobile trace data set for comprehensive evaluations. αMAP performs fairly well when more realistic experimental settings are incorporated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, people have been inseparable from the social networks, such as WeChat [3] , Sina Weibo [4] and Twitter [5] . Mobile advertisements have drawn considerably high interest with the proliferation of smart mobile devices. The major concern for mobile advertisement disseminators is the tradeoff between popularization effects and the cost being paid for users. For effective and efficient mobile advertisement popularization [6] , there are many efforts to improve the efficiency and effectiveness.
Most of the previous studies [7] - [9] have focused on the traditional Internet, where user behaviors and interests could be fully investigated and exploited for advertisement actions with relatively low cost. Unfortunately in mobile social networks, user connections and interests are substantially different from previous studies. First of all, mobile factors impose considerably high impact on user interests and purchasing behaviors, which need to be further explored and exploited. Solutions such as [10] and [11] are focusing on the mobile advertisement popularization on Sina Weibo and Twitter. However, these applications are platform centric, where the information could be shared among users with cloud or tightly coupled servers. As a matter of fact, the information sharing cost could not be overlooked in distributed scenario. In our previous work [12] , we had investigated how to select users for the mobile advertisement popularization but it didn't consider the mobility property of the network. In our study, we investigate a user-centric model for mobile social networks, which is highly correlated with D2D communication, mobile crowdsourcing network and delay tolerant networks. Comparing with these highly related research topics, our solution focuses on propagation effects instead of packet delivery ratio, where user interests and influential ratio are highly correlated with the spatio and temporal features in mobile networks. Nevertheless, there is a fundamental difference in our model, where users could share data directly without relying on infrastructure such as mobile cloud or wireless access points.
There have been some studies [13] , [14] focusing on spatial and temporal properties for data delivery. Gruteser and Grunwald [13] present an adaptive algorithm to adjust the resolution of location information along spatial or temporal dimensions to meet specified anonymity constraints. Even further, when spatial data types are incorporated, Erwig et al. [14] use these spatio-temporal data types to make more tests under generated databases with similar spatiotemporal properties.
Unfortunately these studies could not be applied directly to our investigated problem. In summary, there are two major challenges needed to be formally addressed.
• In mobile social networks, the network connections are intermittent. When propagation effects are concerned, mobility will play an important role for mobile users, where connectivity needs to be available for potential user selection. Transit connections make the accurate evaluation of propagation effects even harder. Moreover, it's difficult to evaluate the propagation effects when networks are highly dynamic and feedbacks could hardly be available.
• In typical mobile social networks, bandwidth is limited and the connections are transitory. Information exchanging would be costly and inefficient. Such that, only local information could be available. Even worse, the limited budget constraint makes the broader selection of influential users even more impossible. In dealing with aforementioned challenges, we present two major techniques to improve the propagation efficiency and effectiveness as well:
• First, we leverage the local information instead of global information. We could effectively save the bandwidth and time for querying about the network connectivity, and could further deal with the dynamics in mobile network.
• Second, we use the propagation user instead of the popularization user. The information dissemination capability in mobile social networks could be leveraged and the most influential user could deliver more information for propagation. The contributions of this work is two-folds:
• First, we propose αMAP, an efficient propagation user selection algorithm with local information. The information potential [14] is leveraged for calculating the influential user. We could use local degree and interactive information to improve the network efficiency.
• Second, we evaluate our proposed scheme with both simulated scenario and real trace data. We evaluate our scheme with different parameters and investigate the cases when budget is constrained. All the results show that our scheme could achieve better advertisement propagation effects. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The preliminary knowledge for information potential is introduced in Section II. After that, we introduce the network model and problem statement in Sections III and IV respectively. Consequently, we introduce the αMAP algorithm in Section V, and conduct extensive trace-driven simulations in Section VI. The related work is introduced in Section VII. Finally we conclude our work in Section VIII.
II. PRELIMINARY
We introduce the preliminary knowledge firstly. In especial, the information potential theory [1] , [15] , [16] is provided as the background knowledge for our system model design and problem formation.
In mobile social networks, to achieve global optimality with little overhead is a most important and fundamental goal. For example, finding the most influential user through local interactions, i.e., the social contact information in user's neighborhood. In order to achieve this encouraging goal, there is a preferable technique called Information potentials. It's a distributed function to describe the disseminated information in the network where the node degree and the interactions among nodes are jointly considered [15] .
For this purpose, the information potential computes the rich information of each mobile user, i.e., the process of information dissemination on each user and the information potential of neighboring users. At the same time, through local greedy information the network could be navigated towards the information sources (e.g., an influential user) by leveraging the information gradients. Information potentials could be built by assembling information nearby the mobile users distributedly. Particularly in [1] and [16] Loukas et al. considered the network's connectivity properties and modified the traditional constrained averaging algorithms to distributedly compute the information potentials.
The following equation is the method to compute the information potentials:
In this equation, i and j denote the user ID, d(i) denotes the user i's density(node degree). C(i) means the user i's neighbor-user set and y(i) represent the user i's information potential. The parameter α indicates the inhabiting factor which controls the transition from global to local. Based on this equation an algorithm could be designed to compute information potentials iteratively. In addition, the algorithm analysis in [16] verified it could achieve convergence in dynamic networks with time-varying information. Inspired by their work, we tailor the information potential into mobile social network, where propagation effects could be evaluated with information potential. However, more works need to be done in solving the participant selection for mobile advertisement beyond evaluating the propagation effects. In the following sections, we will introduce our system model, problem and algorithm with illustrative details.
III. SYSTEM MODEL A. THE FLAT NETWORK MODEL
In our model, there are N users in the network denoted by a node set
represents that the user v j is a friend of the user v i . Then an n × n matrix G is used to describe the user's friend relationship as follows:
It's clear that G is a symmetric adjacency matrix. The summation of row i in the G is exactly the number of user v i 's friends which is denoted by d(i). Then it's easy to compute the user v i 's information potential y(i) according the Equation 1 .
In Equation 1, the parameter α represents the inhibiting factor for propagation, controlling the transition from global to local. When α = 0, the influence completely relies on her friends' diffusion which means global information. And when α = 1, it means that user's influence only depends on herself which means local information.
In the mobile social network, each user has different interests in the multifarious mobile advertisements. For a shutterbug, a lens of camera advertisement may draw his attention while a sports enthusiast will be more interested in sports equipment information. In this way, each user in the mobile network has a specific interest degree to a specific advertisement. We use p(i) to quantify this interest, where 0 ≤ p(i) ≤ 1.
In this way, the user v i 's propagation effect for a specific advertisement could be computed by:
B. THE MOBILITY MODEL
On the other hand, the connections in mobile social network are dynamic with the advances of time. Two contacted users may not be available any more after a sufficiently long time due to mobility. For this concern, we need to construct a spatial-temporal graph instead of conventional spatial-based graph. For different time window size, the contact graph would be different, and the user influence would be variable over time. For sufficiently long time window, more connections could be involved, and the converged graph would provide more accurate results. The relationship between influential user identification and graph convergence could be regarded as a tradeoff between accuracy and time delay.
In dealing with the mobility concern, especially when real trace data set is incorporated, we use an appropriate window size for spatial-temporal graph construction. First of all, the selected window size should be long enough to incorporate more temporal connections. Such that, the user's influential effects could be evaluated more accurately. Another concern is, using longer window size will lost the temporal effects for mobile network. Since our major concern is the propagation effects instead of opportunistic connectivity, selecting longer window size would be favorable. We evaluate the impact of window size with extensive experimental study in Section VI-B.
Without loss of generality, in our mobility model the users' connections would change according to a probabilistic model. In other words, the relationship between two users will change with a given probability. As shown in Fig. 1 , for each specific time slot, the user v i and user v j are reachable namely G(i, j) = 1. For the next time slot, the probability that the relationship will be changed is Q t (i, j). And if this probability is less than the probability threshold value QT t (i, j), accordingly the relationship between them in the next time slot will change. Otherwise the relationship will be constant.
C. THE PROPAGATION MODEL
Mobile advertisement will be propagated through the mobility network model. In each time slot, when the user prepares to propagate an advertisement to a next user in a next time slot, she should verify whether there is a connection between them first and whether the next user has been delivered an advertisement. If not just test another user. In contrast, if her friend has been chosen to deliver the advertisement then mark it and don't transmit any contents to this friend. Table 1 lists the frequently used symbols and definitions accordingly throughout the paper. 
IV. PROBLEM FORMATION
In the mobile social network, the relationships among users are intricate. We focus on the problem that how to select available users by advertiser to deliver mobile ads for the goal to maximize the advertisement propagation with limited budget. Before expounding the problem, some assumptions should be predefined. In our social network, each user shows dissimilar interested degree for different advertisements and the interlaced relationships among users are fully explored. Thereinto, the advertisement propagation means that the number of users who are willing to deliver an advertisement.
We define some essential parameters and present the mathematical model of our problem in this section. Set S indicates the whole selected users and the advertisement propagation is presented as f (S) which is:
The advertisement holder should pay for it if the corresponding content is propagated by user v i and the payoff for the selected user v i is defined as b(i). Meanwhile, the advertiser would be willing to provide an upper bound for budget denoted by Budget with the consideration of economic factors. That is to say, i∈S b i ≤ Budget which has been introduced in [17] . Accordingly, our ultimate goal is to maximize the advertisement propagation f (S) with limited budget Budget. Now the investigated problem could be formally addressed by the following model:
In mobile social network, users could share data directly through mobile cloud or wireless access point, but the connections are intermittent and bandwidth is limited. In order to overcome these difficulties, we proposed the users selection algorithm and achieve more effective advertisement propagation. At first, the local information is leveraged to save the bandwidth and time for querying about the connectivity of network. Then the users who have better propagation effect are selected based on greedy algorithm. The entire algorithm mainly include two aspects: αMap algorithm for mobile network and the Greedy-user-selection for user selection with limited budget.
As shown in Algorithm 1, the input of the system mainly include the mobile user data, the inhibiting factor, the max budget and the time slot which are needed for the computation. The users' relationship matrix G is defined according to the mobile users' connections and each user is assigned with an interest degree randomly. At first, Procedure 2 runs to obtain the selected user set in the first time slot according to the users' influence potentials. The greedy algorithm is leveraged and local information is used to search for the optimal choice. Based on equation 1 and 3, it is easy to compute each user's propagation effect for a specific advertisement firstly, which is shown in Line 1-6 of Procedure 2. Then the propagation effect of unit payoff can be obtained according to the payoffs that each user owns and is sorted in descending order in line 7-8. Of course, the users are selected according to their propagation effect and the larger one is more likely to be chosen. In order to indicate the state of users, we define a user matrix, in which ''1'' presents the user is already chosen and ''0'' represents the user is idle. When combining user v i into set S, if the total payoffs doesn't exceed the upper bound of the budget, choose this user into the set S. Otherwise test the next user in q(Line 9-15). After the determination of initial user set at the beginning of mobile social network through Procedure 2, what we need to do is to mark the users' friends in the selected user set with the increasing time slot. Line 3 in Algorithm 1 runs for the determination of users' friends for the selected users of Procedure 2. Then the users' friends will be put into the candidate set S in the next time slot, which is shown in Line 5-6. Finally the selected user set S and the advertisement propagation effect f (S) will be output.
Algorithm 1 αMAP
stoptime: the stoptime S: the selected user set f (S): the ad propagation effect 1: do Procedure 2 GREEDY-USER-SELECTOR 2: For t=1 to M do 3: For users in the set S selected from Procedure 2 do
4:
For j=1 to n do 5: If G t (i, j) == 1 then 6: select user v j as one of users who are 7: propagated an advertisement 
VI. SIMULATION AND EVALUATION
In this section, we carry out a series of simulations and discuss the evaluation results subsequently. Two different networks named flat network and dynamic network are adopted for the validation of our proposed algorithm. The evaluation results show that more effective advertisement propagation with limited budget can be obtained.
A. THE FLAT NETWORK
Random user selection method is adopted in comparison with our proposed algorithm. The flat network is configured with different size and other inhibiting factors. The simulation results show the status of propagation effect and the number of selected users under different conditions, such as different upper bound of budget and inhibiting factors.
1) EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
The random symmetrical 0-1 matrix is built to represent the relationships among users in our mobile social network. The interest degree for each user on different advertising is randomly distributed between 0 and 1. The higher value indicates the higher level of users' interests in advertisement. Besides, each user has a random incentive value.
Procedure 2 GREEDY-USER-SELECTOR
1: For i=1 to n do 2: 8: sort q from big to small; 9: For i=1 to n in q do 10 :
If tolbudget = ELSE S = S\{v i }
14:
End 15: Endfor 16: return S
2) EVALUATING THE IMPACT OF NETWORK SIZE
It is easy to compute each user's influence and propagation effect on different advertisement based on the proposed algorithm. The simulations are carried out under three representative values of the inhibiting factor, i.e., 0.95, 0.5 and 0.1 respectively. Values of the inhibiting factor represent the degree of dependence on the local information and global information. The higher value indicates the more dependence on local information. Besides, the network size is set as 50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 respectively. Different from traditional network, in mobile crowdsourcing network, the inter-contact instance among users is opportunistic. Increasing the number of users will increase social relationship probability as well as the mobility. In contrast, the number of hops could be applicable to traditional network, or mobile ad hoc network. Additionally, itąŕs difficult to quantify the number of hops, especially when the timeline is incorporated for temporal evolutions on the network. Therefore here is mainly considering the network size factor.
As shown in Fig. 2 , the horizontal axis represents the size of the mobile network while the vertical axis represents the ad propagation effect with different inhibiting factor. It is clearly to see that the ad propagation effect of our proposed algorithm has significantly been increased by 2-3 times than that of the random user selection method. Moreover, we can conclude that the propagation effects achieve exponential increase with the increased network size comparing with the baseline scheme without information potential, when different inhibiting factors are considered. It is a favorable property since the propagation effects could be beneficial and efficient with the increased network size. Similar to the above experiment, the correlative changes of advertisement propagation effect with different inhibiting factor are simulated under different upper bound of budget. As shown in Fig. 3 , the propagation effect of our proposed algorithm is approximately 3 times than that of the random user selection method obviously.
3) EVALUATING THE IMPACT OF BUDGET
Further, when different inhibiting factor are concerned, the propagation effects show linear increase instead of similar exponential increase property. The reason is that the number of selected users would not increase exponentially with limited budget. Moreover, when α = 0.1, the propagation effects would not increase with the increased budget. The reason is that although the budget increases, the degree of network node is not deemed as an important factor. That is to say, the degree of node determines the information potential instead of the interactions among nodes when the mobility increases in our mobile social network. Therefore, the budget will do little effort to the propagation effects. This can help us to leverage this feature in order to save expense and employ other interest users with larger interaction effects.
4) EVALUATING THE NUMBER OF SELECTED USERS
In this subsection, we explore the relationship between the number of selected users and the max budget affordable by advertisers. The total network size is set as a fixed value in advance. From Fig. 4 , we observe that as the increase of max budget, the number of selected users also increases under different inhibiting factor respectively. As depicted in Fig. 4 , when α = 0.1, the information potentials are mainly determined by the interactions between nodes and this can explain the increasing number of users. While α = 0.95, While the number of selected users increases, the degree of node would increase with larger variance. The information potentials are mainly dominated by the degree of node. It is obviously to see that the number of selected users stay unchanged when α = 0.5. This is due to that the influences of the degree of node and interactions between nodes are equally. The number of selected users would increase steadily to balance between the increased node degree and interactions. In future work, we will make further investigations on the performance of information potentials, when the number of selected users, budgets and network size are jointly concerned.
5) EVALUATING THE USERS' INTEREST DEGREE OF ADs
The influence of users' interest degree on advertisement propagation effect is investigated in this section. At first, The users' interest degree is divided into three levels: low, middle and high. The users' interest degree belongs to the low level when The users' interest degree is in between 0 to 0.3. The middle level indicates that the value of users' interest degree is in 0.3 to 0.7. Of course, the level becomes high when it exceeds 0.7. We conduct the experiments with different max budget under different level of users' interest degree respectively. From Fig. 5 , we can see that users' interest degree in advertisements make positive influence on the advertisements propagation effects. Obviously, the ad propagation effect improves as the max budget increases. The propagation effect performs better as the users' interest degree increases, when the max budget is set as a constant value. That is to say, the higher the users' interest degree is ,the better the propagation effect will be. 
B. THE DYNAMIC SOCIAL NETWORK 1) BASIC SETTINGS
In this section, we evaluate our proposed algorithm under dynamic social network, where the connections among users are changing over the entire period. We utilize the real trace data from [2] to evaluate our proposed method by observing the change of advertisement propagation effect in the dynamic social network.
The trace data begins at time stamp 1156083900s and ends at time stamp 1156094040s. For ease of operation, we make all the time stamps subtract 1156000000 and change them into time 1s to 10141s. We also find that the time interval is too short and the connections among users change too fast. Therefore, the real data set needs to be preprocessed before our simulations. In order to solve this problem, we use the time window to rearrange these time stamps.
2) IMPACT OF DIFFERENT TIME WINDOWS Different time windows could form different graphs when real trace data sets are applied. We call the time spent by the advertisements to cover all the users as the 'stoptime'. According to Fig. 6 , we can clearly see that when the time window size increases, the stoptime could be decreased accordingly. And when the time window reaches 274 seconds (short for 274s) (the blue short vertical dashed line of the right side in Fig. 6 ), the stoptime is 0, which means that all the users are friends in the mobile social networks. When the window size falls in the range between 50s and around 120s, the stoptime will change significantly where an exponential decrease is shown in Fig. 6 . When the time window size increases over 120s(the blue short vertical dashed line of the left side in Fig. 6 ), the changes of stoptime could be more flat, which shows good convergence and stable property. For this observation, we use the flat range (depicted with vertical dotted blue lines) to achieve a good tradeoff between stoptime and connectivity. 
3) IMPACT OF DIFFERENT MAX BUDGET
In this subsection, we set the time window to 100s. Hence there are 102 time slots in this social network. We explore the advertisement propagation effect with different max budget constraints. In Fig. 7 , the horizontal axis represents different max budget while the vertical axis means the ratio of our proposed scheme to the baseline, where only simple random selection is applied for influential user identification. We can obviously observe from the Fig. 7 that, the ratio is all above 2.5, indicating that our method performs better than the random user selection method. We show the advertisement propagation effect with different max budget and inhibiting factor respectively. As shown in the Fig. 8 , the propagation effect by our method is 3 times comparing with the random user selection method.
VII. RELATED WORK A. MOBILE ADVERTISEMENT POPULARIZATION
As one of the most important income source for mobile application developers, mobile advertisement plays an important role as the propagation effects could encourage more users pay for the goods. To this end, for most of the app developers, improving the accuracy of advertising and spreading the advertisement more widely could be fundamentally important for mobile ads effects evaluation. Moreover, budget limit is another significant factor to deal with, where simply improving interested users with increased benefits will not work anymore. Mobile ad targeting research includes location sensitive approach, where user need to distribute the mobile advertisements when locations are considered as an important factor [18] , [19] . Nevertheless, terminal and contents are another two important factors, when user behaviors are concerned. In typical works [20] and [21] , potential interested users are targeted based on the location and terminal when the specific features of the mobile ad platform are fully explored and analyzed. Such schemes are commonly used by most of the popular mobile app platforms. Mobile ad targeting technologies are considering the content as well as the people interest, such that users could be encouraged to buy the goods after being advertised. For each advertisement, increasing the ad click probability would increase the buying probability accordingly. Our concern is about the advertisement propagation, which is different from which have been well studied in research area on recommendation system.
B. MOBILE SOCIAL NETWORKS
Taking the spatial and temporal properties [13] into consideration, our mobile social networks are closely related with mobile advertisement popularization. The connections among users may reflect the social activity and closeness among users, which have been main concerns in mobile social networks [22] , [23] . Besides, mobile social networks paly and important role in the popularization of mobile advertisement due to that users are more willing to believe close friends. Mobile ads could further be regarded as a promising and beneficial social activity for users. Such that users involved in mobile advertisement are enjoying their influence in social relationship, where mobile ads propagation and rewards are dominated by sharing and forwarding activities. The work [24] use the propagation effects of belief for task allocation. Moreover, the dynamic environments settings are instructive to our future study about the mobile social networks.
Social network mainly focuses on connectivity among users without further considering the contents. In mobile advertisement, contents play another important role for information propagation. Our work leverages the social relationship and investigates the potential influence for each user, where influential users could be selected efficiently. Different from exited mobile social networks, we further investigates the propagation effects when users' interests, especially the contents in mobile advertisement are considered. The relationship between users could be different when the content is concerned. A user could possibly refuse to forward the mobile ads even it is recommended from her friends.
C. DELAY TOLERANT NETWORKS
We also make attention to the Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN), Delay tolerant networks (DTN) are also highly correlated with our concern. The difference is that, the ultimate goal of DTN is to deliver the data to destination more reliably and timely. While the mobile ads propagation differs from design goal of DTN. First, the propagation effects are evaluated by the number of users receiving the mobile advertisement who are also interested in the contents. For DTN delivery, there is no such concern and every delivered contents are assumed to be vital and interested to users. Second, social behaviors are considered for mobile advertisement. The contacting opportunities are highly correlated with the social relationship. Furthermore, social rela-tionship could be leveraged beyond spatial-temporal model, where diverse connectivity patterns could be explored and exploited for evaluating advertisement propagation effects. Our study makes the attempt on exploring social relationship in DTN traces (VI-B), and validates our solution.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we propose an effective user selection method for the mobile advertisement propagation with the budget constraint using the local information in the mobile social network. The main idea of this method is to use propagation instead of popularization. The selected user set is obtained by the greedy algorithm while the information potential provides the information dissemination property in the mobile social network. Moreover, this method could also be applied in the dynamic scene which are difficult to exploit in the mobile social network. While in our solution, since only local information is leveraged, it will not be affected seriously. Furthermore mobile users could be selected by influential when budget is constrained. In future work, we are to analysis the approximation ratio of our proposed algorithm with the integer linear programming model in [25] and investigate the stability and scalability of αMAP in real platform. 
